
Specialist tour operator Flooglebinder joins UN Climate Neutral Now Initiative  

In light of this year’s BCorp month, Flooglebinder, who were the UK’s first specialist tour operator and travel company 
to become a Certified B Corporation in 2016, continues its work on raising awareness for climate action by taking an 
additional step toward sustainable and responsible business practices. Achieving both the Carbon Neutral 
International Standard and joining the UN Climate Neutral Now Initiative, the company aims to lead the travel 
industry and its peers toward sustainable industry standards. By vowing to make each trip climate neutral, 
Flooglebinder has taken considerable steps toward reaching the highest standards of sustainability.  

Andrew Bowen, Chief Executive Officer of One Carbon World said:  
“We are thrilled to announce that Flooglebinder has achieved both the Carbon Neutral International Standard and 

the UN Climate Neutral Now Initiative participation, which clearly shows how strongly they are committed to 
sustainability. Every emission Flooglebinder has offset directly supports the UN and verified voluntary reforestation 

projects around the world.” 

Given the impact the travel industry has on the world, and the amount of tourists and travellers it can influence, it has 
an enormous responsibility toward the local destinations and communities. With the opportunity to transform minds 
and the way people discover new places, it is even more critical for the travel service providers to work toward 
climate neutrality and sustainable business practices. According to UNWTO (United Nations World Tourism 
Organisation) 1.5 billion tourists were reported in 2019, confirming that it is a leading sector and will bounce back after 
lockdown. Therefore, the importance of offering sustainable travel opportunities is crucial. 

Recognising this, Flooglebinder became the first UK travel company to become a Certified B Corporation in 2016. By 
calculating the carbon footprint of each trip and offsetting it by 120%, the company ensures that every trip is ‘climate 
positive’. In addition, it has curated the Floogle Fund, giving 2% back from every trip to support the projects they visit 
and as part of a loyalty programme to keep their customers travelling sustainably. But it doesn't stop there, the 
company has put into place additional measures to achieve the UN Sustainable Development Goals. These include 
using local providers and encouraging all travellers to think global yet act local, carefully handpicking suppliers, 
including drivers, guides, accommodation and restaurants, for their sustainability credentials, and partnering with 
local NGO’s and conservation projects to support their causes to actively tackle social and environmental issues.  

Brad Frankel, co-founder of Flooglebinder, said: 
“We believe the travel industry can become one of the most climate positive industries out there. It may sound 

contradictory, but carbon offsetting in combination with the work we do together with our conservation partners 
and sustainable suppliers can achieve incredible results for local wildlife and community development.” 

Flooglebinder are travel experts and a certified B Corporation with tour experience in over 75 countries. They curate 
sustainable bespoke adventures that incorporate sustainability, conservation and wellness. Flooglebinder aims to 
bring together like-minded people who care about travelling consciously, ensuring each adventure has the right 
balance of culture, community and conservation. It offers the opportunity to visit some of the world’s leading 
environmental projects and gain an insight into the importance of hands on, real time conservation.  

CONTACT BRAD FRANKEL ON 0203 633 0163 OR BRAD@FLOOGLEBINDER.CO.UK FOR FURTHER INFORMATION. 
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